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I.  Definitions of Inerrancy 
  
Very basic idea: Scripture is wholly true and never false. 
  
Wayne Grudem’s simple definition is helpful: “The inerrancy of Scripture 
means that Scripture in the original manuscripts does not affirm anything 
that is contrary to fact.” 
  Wayne Grudem, Systematic Theology, 91.



Millard Erickson defines inspiration as “that supernatural influence 
of the Holy Spirit upon the Scripture writers which rendered their 
writings an accurate record of the revelation or which resulted in 
what they wrote actually being the Word of God.”  

J. I. Packer wrote that it is difficult to see how error can be 
“profitable” and contribute to our “instruction” in righteousness (2 
Tim. 3:16-17). According to Packer, “authority belongs to truth and 
truth only. . . . I can make no sense – no reverent sense, anyway – of 
the idea, sometimes met, that God speaks his truth to us in and 
through false statements by biblical writers.” 



***Let’s use Paul Feinberg’s definition of “inerrancy” to deal with a 
handful of key issues: 

“Inerrancy means that when all facts are known, the Scriptures in 
their original autographs and properly interpreted will be shown to be 
wholly true in everything that they affirm, whether that has to do with 
doctrine or morality or with the social, physical, or life sciences.” 

 Feinberg, “The Meaning of Inerrancy,” 294.



1.  “when all facts are known”- As John Feinberg points out: 
     
     “We cannot now empirically prove that end-time prophecies are  
     true, but they will be verified in the eschaton. And, comments  
     about heaven and help are confirmable by personal experience,  
     but only after one dies, not before.”  

2.  “in their original autographs”- these original autographs are  
     inspired and inerrant 

An “autograph” in this discussion signifies “the first complete 
document of each book of the Bible.”



“autograph” by 
about 400 B.C.

Hebrew/Greek text in 
modern day

Scores of scribes 
copying each book of 

the Bible for hundreds 
of years.

Copying done with 
amazing accuracy

Along the way, these scribes 
introduce “variants” into the 
biblical text—accidentally or 

intentionally.



The discipline of “textual criticism” involves scholars who carefully 
examine the existing copies of biblical books, evaluating the variants 
and proposing the textual arrangement that best matches what was 
in the autograph.  

Of course, they cannot do this perfectly. However, none of the 
variants in any copied text impacts any biblical doctrine.



OT copies: At least 300 Hebrew manuscripts (or fragments) from 250–
65 A.D. as well as 1300 manuscripts from the medieval period. 
  
“OT scholars, using the tools of textual criticism, believe they know 
what the original text of the OT said to a degree of 90 to 95 percent 
certainty. Readings still in doubt do not impact any matter of doctrine or 
practice.”



NT copies: There are over 5,000 Greek manuscripts of NT books as 
well as about 3,000 texts related to those manuscripts.  

“. . . through the science of textual criticism, scholars are able to 
establish what the original NT books said with 99 percent-plus 
accuracy, and they add that variant readings that are still uncertain as 
to which reading is correct in no way impact any matter of doctrine 
or practice. The message is clear:  

 We know what the autographs of the OT and NT said!”



**Taken from P. Wegner, A 
Student’s Guide to Textual 
Criticism of the Bible, p. 40



Manuscript Authority of the NT Compared to  
Other Classical Works



2. “properly interpreted”—The expectation of “inerrancy” or  
    “truth” in Scripture does not preclude the recognition of the  
    presence of: 

• Figurative language- a metaphorical expression with a literal 
point- John 14:6 when Jesus said, “I am the door” 

• Hyperbole- an exaggeration to make a point- Mic. 6:7- “with 
thousands of rams or with ten thousand streams of oil” 

• “Phenomenological” language- something written as it appears, 
not as a scientific statement—“the sun rose” 



• Approximations- round numbers- 185,000 Assyrian soldiers or could 
it have been 4962? Jesus feeding the 5,000 or 4,988? 

• Different genres in the Bible- Not all passages in the Bible involve 
historical narratives or theological statements. Parables present a 
key moral truth, but the details of the parable are not presented as 
historical realities. 

• The potential for various interpretations of a passage (some of those 
will be flawed or erroneous)- an exegete’s interpretation of a biblical 
text is not inspired 

According to John Frame: “Inerrant language is language that makes 
good on its own claims, not on claims that are made for it by thoughtless 
readers.”



3. “wholly true in everything that they affirm”—what the biblical  
    writer affirms as truth, not just what the biblical writer reports.  
    The Bible sometimes includes statements by people (e.g. Cretan  
    prophet- Titus 1:12) or Satan that (Gen. 3:4; Job 1:9-11) are not  
    necessarily true. However, they are accurately recorded. 

4. “whether that has to do with doctrine or morality or with the  
    social, physical, or life sciences.” 



Donald Bloesch (a functional inerrantist), helpfully captures 
the view with these representative words:  

“Scriptural inerrancy can be affirmed if it means the 
conformity of what is written to the dictates of the Spirit 
regarding the will and purpose of God. But it cannot be held 
if it is taken to mean the conformity of everything that is 
written in Scripture to the facts of world history and science.” 



Another functional inerrantist, Jack Rogers, writes that 
“Calvin, in common with the early church fathers, held that 
the authority of Scripture resided in its function of bringing 
people into a saving relationship with God through Jesus 
Christ.”  

Generally, the primary emphasis of those who hold to 
limited or functional inerrancy is that we need to be 
concerned only about the inerrancy of those passages that 
present truths related to redemption.



II. Biblical Support for Inerrancy: 

      A. Inerrancy is a corollary of divine inspiration. 

      B. God’s Character argues for inerrancy—God is a God of  
  truth—All three persons of the Trinity 

III. History of Inerrancy as a Belief in the Church 

IV. Conclusion: Key Points about Inerrancy 


